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Since 2013 the Stockholm-based band "Roof Down" has come to develop their
music with rocket speed! The debut album "Commercial, 2013" released both
digitally and on vinyl, got attention for its mix of melancholic alternative rock with
catchy choruses. The band got international attention by, among others, the USbased Al Walser's Weekly top20 and came by chance even in the hands of the hip
Dutch radio station Laser Radio, who chose to dedicate the band extra attention.
In November of 2015 RD released the sequel "Close Shave”, which was predicted
to give the recognition that the band deserve. One of the primary singles were the
song "She's Coming Home", written with the inspiration of Annika Östberg's life
story, the Swede who was imprisoned for almost 30 years in the US before she was
granted transfer to Swedish correctional.
RD was shortly thereafter invited by Annika to a unique meeting in her home as a
gesture of appreciation, and together they could listen to the song and watch the
music video. With tearful eyes Annika expressed her gratitude and that she felt
honored!
The singles from the second album, "Rewind" and "She's Coming Home", was
played on various radio stations – Sweden’s most commercial radio station Bandit
Rock, the Dutch Radio IndieXL and the US-based 365 Radio Network. RD was
even invited to do a unplugged gig live on air at a radio station in Stockholm.
RD's vocalist Johan Sjöberg is also present as an actor in the Swedish multiple
award winning crime thriller ”Vilsen/Ave Mater, 2016". Johan wrote the film's title
song rendered with Nina Söderqvist on vocals and produced together with Peter and
Nanne Grönwall. RD’s single, the suggestive “Up To You” was presented in the
movie’s music selection.
At present, RD recently released their new EP, “Grunge Pro Bono, 2017”.
Promotion gigs are being booked as we speak and the goal for 2018 (besides Spot
Festival) is to play at various summer festivals and make a Germany Tour to please
the German fans.
RD:
Johan Sjöberg – vocals.
Mats Stille – guitar.
Thobbe Hermansen – bass.
Staffan Westelius – drums.
Listening links and music videos are available at:
www.roofdown.se

